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Crimes and wickedness are widespread anywhere you are. There are always people who wouldn't let their satisfactions and desires pass through. Criminality arises as soon as civilization. So to eradicate the increasing amount of crimes, the law is developed. Our law is also designed to have a fair judgment of the situation. However, people still find ways to commit unlawful things.

The death penalty is one of the most intriguing topics in the past decades. For some, it is a cruel act to take away someone else's lives but for others, it is an act that is just favorable for people who repeatedly committed heinous crimes. Additionally, it will never be a question of morality as it is solely for the most conscienceless and brutal murderers. It is simply for the so-called "worst of the worst." Introducing the death penalty again in our times would surely make a huge difference.

Numerous studies have proved the effectiveness of the death penalty in deterring crimes. In fact, recent studies and investigations which use statistical methods and various samples have also concluded that executions are strongly related to reduced crime rates. So technically, the death penalty saves lives. About this, strict penalties or even life sentences aren't enough for inherent wrongdoings and heinous crimes but only death does.

Furthermore, life in prison is far more expensive than death. The food, maintenance, and other necessities provided for the inmates cost so much in the government funds. Worst criminals shouldn't be cared for at the state's expense. With the
existence of the death penalty, an enormous amount of money spent on horrible criminals will be saved. Not only money will be saved up but also the effort looking after those inhumane individuals.

Moreover, this penalty would be closure for the victim's families. The pain it has caused them would always leave a scar in their hearts. Sadly, there are still cases where inhumane criminals are freely doing what they want to do inside the cell because of their power. So, by implementing this, relatives of the victims would at least separate themselves from the weight of the tragedy they are in.

Crimes such as murder, rape, kidnapping, robbery, and other related inhumane acts would decrease by bringing back the death penalty. It would also be much more effective when this penalty would be revised or redesigned because it can be done not in a brutal way just like lethal injection. With this, people would contemplate every decision they would make because the consequence is much heavier than before. Let the punishment fit the crime. People should be punished according to the degree they deserve.
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